
Shahrzad Razi
OBJECTIVE:

To help client design, visualize and market their future 
home or business with the latest visualization technology.

SKILLS:

revit + dynamo // modeling // construction documents
rhino + grasshopper // design + animation
maya // modeling + animation
cinema 4d // modeling + animation
processing // coding + designing
adobe suite // indesign // photoshop
       // illustrator // after e�ects
lumion // rendering + virtual reality
keyshot // rendering + animation
�ow design // wind load analysis
123d make 
123d catch
unity + oculus // modeling + animation
meshmixer // 3d printing
sketchup
autocad
microsoft o�ce suite

 

 

EDUCATION:

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES // MArchII (2015-2016)

// architectural singularity:
architecture in virtual reality
// animated �bers: acma competition / 1st prize:
full scale glass �ber facade panels
// mock-up machine:
full scale automated shading units

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA // BARCH (2008-2013)

// architectural design exploring
the works of eduardo soto de moura//
kazuyo sejima// rem koolhaas // alvaro siza
// aias :
american institute of architectural students representative
freedom by design representative

NORTHERN CHINA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY (Study abroad // 2010-2011)

// chinese architecture
// landscape architecture
// urban design
// photography

EXPERIENCE:
Phantasy Studio // Co-Founder (August 2016- Current) 
Specializing in Visualization : Virtual Reality // Augmented Reality & Photorealistic Renderings

JOHNSONFAIN // DESIGNER (August 2016- June2017)
Part of the team for the Christ Cathedral renovation, in charge of coordination with the MEP team during CD’s and CA. Also, managing the BIM model
I was in changed of two entitlement packages that included a full schematic design requirements
Lead the Revit seminar meetings, updating the design team on new features of Revit and dynamo
Part of the visualization team, making sure the o�ce is up to date with latest rendering software, techniques and latest parametric design solution

RIVERS & CHRISTIAN // DESIGNER (June 2014- September 2015)
los angeles international airport planning
responsible for designing & coordinating construction documents for 
3 concession spaces at terminal 2 // quiksilver // treat me sweet // i love la
responsible for all in -house renderings and also material boards to submit 
to lax and southwest 

DSK ARCHITECTS // JUNIOR DESIGNER (July 2013- June 2014)
responsible for construction documents 
responsible for all in-house renderings and material boards
coordinated submittals under the supervisions of the project manager
helped with re-branding the company // logo // business cards // website

CHOATE PARKING STRUCTURES // ARCHITECTURAL INTERN (3 yrs)
DESMAN ASSOCIATES // ARCHITECTURAL INTERN (3 months)
BASSENIAN & LAGONI // ARCHITECTURAL INTERN (3 months)

REFERENCES:
 
 

UCLA :
CAL POLY POMONA:
RIVERS AND CHRISTIAN:
DSK ARCHITECTS:
CHOATE PARKING CONSULTANTS: 

GUVENC OZEL
SARAH LORENZEN
ALEX NAPOLES
AMIR KAKAVAND
RICK CHOATE

LEAD LECTURER, UCLA
CHAIR, DEPARMENT OF ARCHITECTURE
PROJECT MANAGER
PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL


